
C O M M I T M E N T  T O  S H A R I N G

We are dedicated to sharing the unique flavors of the world, as well as 

sharing back with those who grow, harvest and produce these incredible 

products. It begins with Atlas Provisions Popped Lily Seeds.

sales@atlasprovisions.co
612 . 568 . 5534

P.O. Box 16038, Saint Paul, MN 55116

®© 2020 Atlas Provisions 
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specs 
multi-serve
Size: 3 oz. 
Product Dimensions:  
6” wide x 10” tall x 2” thick 
Case Count: 8 units 
Case Dimensions: 10x10x10 

s ingle-serve
Size: 1 oz. 
Product Dimensions:  
4” wide x 7.5” tall x 2” thick 
Case Count: 16 units 
Case Dimensions: 12x10x8

contact us
To begin carrying  
Atlas Provisions  
Popped Lily Seeds,  
contact:

sales@atlasprovisions.co
612 . 568 . 5534



our products

Atlas Provisions Popped Lily Seeds are similarly snacky to popcorn.  

They’re crispy and crunchy, but they don’t have that pesky hull to get stuck  

in your teeth. The best part? They’re high in magnesium and potassium and  

made with simple ingredients. Available in four tantalizing varieties,  

Atlas Provisions Popped Lily Seeds are Vegan, Gluten Free, Grain Free,  

Soy Free, Non-GMO and Responsibly Sourced.

taste the journey
Inside every package, you'll find delicious Popped Lily Seeds, a crunchy, 

like-no-other snack made with simple ingredients. But look deeper, and you’ll  

discover there is so much more. 

Our journey begins with founder Sarah Pritzker being introduced to the popped 

lily seed in India. The earthy flavor and dense crunch immediately captured her 

affection. Upon witnessing the extensive efforts and delicate process required  

to harvest and supply the product, as well as understanding the inequitable 

return to those who produced it, Sarah decided this was an opportunity to share 

these flavors with the world, and an opportunity to share back with those who 

made the product possible.

So within every bite, we hope you’ll get an appreciation for the journey, from 

water lily plant to package. The hard work and dedication of the farmers. 

The miles the product must come. The flavors crafted by Sarah herself, in her  

own kitchen. The realization of a dream to share both ways. This is what  

we mean when we say Taste the Journey. And we invite you to open a package, 

sink your teeth in and enjoy the experience.

truffle salt
 

Heavy on flavor, low  
in calories for the perfect  

umami snack.

chocolate sea salt
Made with raw cacao  

and sweetened with a hint  
of maple syrup.

chipotle l ime
A bit of smoky heat, the tang  

of lime and just the right 
amount of salt.

maple caramel 
Delicately sweet and  

highly craveable.


